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Abstract- tographic image which depicts a surface painted 
An image andysis method for real-time sur- black with a yellow sticker adhering to it and 

a rusty patch showing through the paint. If a 
face blemish detection using passive imagery and 
fuzzy set concepts is described. The method de- 
velops an internal knowledge representation for human is shown a single yellow pixel and asked 
surface blemish characteristics on the basis of “ex- “Does this pixel belong to the yellow sticker or 
perience”. thus facilitating autonomous learning to the rust patch?“, the HVS might classify the 
based upon positive and negative exemplars. The 
method incorporates fuzzy set concepts in the pixel color using its internal knowledge represen- 
learning subsytem a d  ima;;-s segnlentatioil ZlgO- *?tiiA. ’ . ye1k-v stickers and rust. Some :x?,sure 
rithms, thereby mimicking human visual percep- of confidence of its being a member of the yel- 
tion. This enables a generic solution for color im- low sticker and its being a member of the rust 
age segmentation. 

patch might then be established. The knowledge 

I. IXTRODUCTION 
The human visual system uses color and tex- 

ture as significant cues to discriminate regions 
in images. This has led the development of 
machine vision systems relying principally on 
two approaches for image segmentation: color 
space analysis and texture analysis. This paper 
presents a novel color-based analysis technique 
for classifying image regions using fuzzy set con- 
cepts. 

bVhy use a fuzzy approach for color image 
analysis? The answer lies in that fuzzy concepts 
embody non-linear domain knowledge, just like 
human visual perception. How does the human 

representation the HVS uses for these assign- 
ments is developed from past “experiences”, or 
the lack thereof. The HVS then compares these 
two measures and assigns a linguistic meaning 
to the pixel, such as *‘it belongs to the yellow 
sticker.” If this linguistic answer is an absolute 
assignment, this answer is referred to as ”crisp.” 
If, on the other hand. the HVS is unable to con- 
fidently assign the pixel. the answer is referred 
to as “uncertain.“ 

By analogy with the HVS approach. our fuzzy 
approach to image analysis consists of three 
phases: the learning phase ,  in which the system 
gains “experience” and converts it into a knowl- 
edge representation: the segmentation phase in 

which the linguistic assignment is made. The 
knowledge representations in this approach are 
mappings from pixel colors and locations to con- 
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fidences, and are referred to as fuzzy membership 
functions. The algorithms are presented for each 
of three phases, learning, segmentation, and de- 
fuzzification, in Sections 11, 111, and IV, respec- 
tively. In addition, an algorithm application in- 
volving visual inspection is shown. Mixed waste 
drums are imaged and an autonomous decision 
is made as to whether the drums are sufficiently 
rusty and therefore likely to leak. Section V 
describes this application and presents results. 
Concluding remarks are then presented in Sec- 
tion VI. 

11. TRAINING:  THE LEARNING 
PHASE 

The primary steps in training are: 

1. Create training data sets formed from pixels 

positive) or “negative” pixels. In the same way, 
negative pixels are clustered using the c-means 
algorithm. Then, the histogram of each cluster 
is calculated to produce negative cluster similar- 
ity membership functions (SMF), and all SMFs 
are stored in a database. 

SMFs are constructed as follows. Let Pj and 
N j ,  be positive cluster and negative clusters , 
respectively, where j = 1, 2, ..., k (k is the number 
of clusters produced by the c-means algorithm 
for an exemplar data set). Each cluster similarity 
membership function is given by 

indicated by human trainer as Positive and where histogram represents the relative fie- 
negative exemplars; quency of occurrence of the various pixel values 

each Of the data sets (One positive (gray levels) in the cluster [4], and i represents 2. 
and One negative) using the c-means algo- the pixel value of the input, i.e., i E [O, 2.551. 
rithm, and 

3. Construct fuzzy membership functions for 
each cluster using histograms of hue, inten- 
sity, and saturation values. 

111. SEGh1ENTATIOx:  RECOGNITION 
PHASE 

Training consists of positive and negative 
training where both positive and negative exem- 
plars are introduced to the system. .4fter in- 
putting the positive exemplars, the system com- 
putes a user-definable number of clusters, up to 
eight, using the c-means algorithm for each hue, 
saturation, and intensity component of the ex- 
emplars [6], [4]. Clusters with less than T (some 
threshold value) members are discarded because 
of the possibility of being noise pixels or back- 
ground pixels in the exemplar regions. The re- 
maining data are then reclustered. Following 
this, the system computes color space statistics 
of each cluster, which define a confidence func- 
tion or membership function of the cluster, based 
on the histogram properties [l]. 

The next step is to segment the image us- 
ing these positive cluster similarity membership 
functions in order to generate misclassified (false- 

After acquiring the RGB (red, green, and blue) 
image, it is converted to an HSI (hue, satura- 
tion, and intensity) representation in order to 
make color and intensity independent of one an- 
other [2], [3]. The block diagram of segmentation 
algorithm is shown in Figure 1. The procedure 
for the image segmentation process can be sum- 
marized as follows: 

.1. Fuzzify the H, S. and I planes using positive 
membership functions: 

2. Fuzzify the H, S: and I planes using negative 
membership functions; 

3. Accumulate fuzzified image of positive and 
negative membership functions separately 
using fuzzy union; 

4. Construct neigborhood support for negative 
fuzzy set using similarity measure, and 

5 .  Defuzzify using inference operation to gen- 
erate segmented image. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of segmentation algorithm 

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the fuzzi- 
fication algorithm. In the fuzzification pro- 
cess using the positive cluster set, the pixels 
in each of the hue, saturation, and intensity 
planes of the input image are analyzed and as- 
signed membership values in the fuzzy sets Hj’, 
Sj’, and IT,  respectively, where j indicates the 
jth positive cluster. This is done by match- 
ing the pixels’ color properties with those of 
the cluster. The pixels of the HSI image are 
then assigned a membership value in fuzzy set 
Pj, the combined set for cluster j ,  using the 
following fuzzy compositional rule of inference 

[O. 11 V h,s,i E [O,’5.%] as follows: 
(CRI) [SI for p ~ j ( h ) , p ~ j ( s ) , p ~ ( ~ ) , p p j ( ~ , s , i . )  E 

p p j ( h , s ,  i) = ~ L f ; j ( h )  A p; j ( s )  A ~ : ( i ) ,  (3) 

where p,yj(z) is the membership function map- 
ping values z into membership values in set X j  
and p p  A p q  = min(pp,pq). The fuzzification 
process for the negative cluster set is identical 
but uses the fuzzy sets H,,, SI-, I]:, and 1Vj. 

The fuzzified images, P and iV, are then gen- 
erated using fuzzy union over all Pj and iV, given 
by 

pp(hr s, i) = p ~ i ( h ,  s, i) v p ~ 2 ( h ,  s, i). . . V p ~ k ( h ,  s, i)l 
(4) 

where F can be P or N and p p  V p q  - 
max(PP, P 9 > .  

- 

Then the neighborhood similarity measure of 
each pixel in the negative image set is computed. 
The similarity distance among the pixels is de- 
fined by a contextual distance threshold value. 

The membership value of each pixel in the neg- 
ative set, N ,  is then modified to incorporate spa- 
tial neighborhood support. The greater the sum 
confidence of the pixels in a pixel’s neighbor- 
hood, the greater the pixel’s membership value, 
i.e., 

strengthen ~ N ( ; L I )  if I{ - Y I d(c,y) - < ~ T } I  L .fvT 

weaken p N ( d  if I { g I d(% g) < d T }  I < NT.  (5) ‘ 

IV. D EFIj’Z ZIFICATIO N 
In this phase, linguistic meaning is assigned to 

each pixel in the set using a fuzzy inference op- . 
eration [7], [8]. The fuzzy inference operation . 

between positive and neighborhood-supported- 
negative sets is defined by a fuzzy if - then rule: 
of the form: 
IF p p ( g )  > pJv(g) THEN z is a mem6er of postizre set 

V. APPLIC-AT103 AND RESULTS 
This method has been applied in the de- 

velopment of ARIES (Autonomous Robotic In- 
spection Experimental System), an autonomous 
robot designed to inspect DOE warehouse waste 
storage drums for rust. In this project, the 
ARIES vision system is used to acquire drum 
surface images under controlled conditions and 
subsequently perform visual inspection leading 
to the classification of the drum as “acceptable” 
or ”suspect)’. The upper images in Figure 3 il- 
lustrate drums which have significant rust along 
with potentially misleading (i.e., having colors 
within the range of colors that rust possesses) 
radiation hazard stickers. In the training phase, 
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Fig. '7. Block diagram of fuzzification algorithm 

rust samples from four drum images were used to 
generate the positive membership functions. The 
false-positive misclassified pixels in these four 
images were then used to generate the negative 
membership functions. Figure 4 and 5 show the 
resultant positive and negative cluster similarity 
membership functions (SMF). These exemplars 
were then used to search for rust on 70 other im- 
ages of drums with esceptional success. Greater 
than 95% of all rust pixels were found and all 
rust patches were indentified. Likewise, only a 
few pixels over all images were misclassified as 
rust, including those with potentially mislead- 
ing stickers. Figure 3 shows two of these test 
input color images. and the resulting segmented, 
regions. o:r- o:Kl 
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Fig. 4. Positive cluster similarity membership functions 
(each row is one cluster; columns represent H, I and 
S) (a) SMF of hue, (b) SMF of intensity, (c) SMF of 
saturation 

VI. C 0 X C L U D I S G RE &LA RK S 

In this paper, a novel image analysis and seg- 
mentation method using fuzzy set concepts is 
presented. The learning phase is a generic, user- 
trained image analysis met hod which develops 
the nonlinear domain knowledge in the form of 
fuzzy membership functions which characterize 
posi5ive and negative exemplars. The segmenta- 
tion phase employs this knowledge using fuzzy 
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